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Camargue

Camargue: All Purpose Chest and Bone Room
The Camargue series was designed to meet the highest quality standards

and ensure the best radiographic performance. Designed for the future,

the Camargue series is available in both conventional and fully digital

configurations. In the conventional version the system can be fitted with

cassettes from 18 x 24 cm up to 36 x 43 cm.

Tube Stand
Easy to install
(no wall or ceiling
fixation needed).
Tubestand may come
with a tomography
attachment if required.
Ceiling suspension
Available in: fully manual,
vertical motorized
movement/auto-tracking,
fully motorized.
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Room
configurations**
Camargue-Col
Fixed height or variable
hieght bucky table with
column tubestand.
Camargue-Tomo
Fixed height or variable
height bucky table with
tubestand and tomography
attachment.
Camargue-Ceiling-susp

Pixium Rad

Flexible DR configurations:

Fixed height or variable
height bucky table with
ceiling suspension.

** Auto tracking and stitching on request

Pixium 3543 EZ
Fitting Existing Bucky

*

Pixium EZ

* Different wall stands are available on request: mono-column, foot rest, tilting, etc.
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or freestanding

Pixium EZ + Pixium RAD

Table or
freestanding
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